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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoonNoel Crisostomo, Air Pollution Specialist in Fuels and Transportation Division. There I lead electrification policy analysis and focus on vehicle-grid integration.Prior to CEC, I was lead regulatory analyst at the CPUC, where I oversaw the design of EV rates and charging infrastructure programs that incorporate demand response and vehicle to grid storage. I’ve appreciated earlier panelists’ discussion of economic and grid control signals to encourage flexibility…



How can California integrate electric vehicle (EV) 
charging with a 100% carbon-free electricity supply?

Opportunity and System Impacts
• CEC/NREL & LBNL/UCB analysis of 1.3M and 5M EVs by 2025

Demonstrated, Feasible Technologies
• Flexibility-enabling EV Supply Equipment (EVSE)

Costs and Benefits
• Market benchmarks, components, and possible savings 

Appendix

22
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in this presentation, I’ll build upon how those concepts apply in the area of charging, so that EVs can act as a resource to support California’s goals for 100% clean energy.First, I’ll introduce the load management opportunity from the perspective of light duty passenger EVs, from a 2018 analyses conducted by Fuels and Transportation Division with NREL and a 2020 study from Cal and Berkeley Lab.Next, I’ll review a few technologies that the Energy Commission’s Research and Development Division have supported with ratepayer funding to enable charging flexibility via the equipment that supplies EV charging (or EVSE). FTD works closely with R&D, as well as automakers and EV service providers to monitor the state of commercialization of these technologies.These joint efforts help us understand key market indicators on the net value of smart charging technologies, including the cost parity between basic and connected residential EVSE, the incremental costs of components that automate two-way demand response communications, and associated benefits including lower cost and more convenient charging.I am happy to take questions after my presentation.



The EV “Dragon Curve” & Avoided 
Curtailment with Smart Charging in 2025
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California Energy Commission & National Renewable Energy Laboratory (2018), 
California Plug-In Electric Vehicle Charging  Infrastructure Projections: 2017-2025.

“Networking technologies that enable the shared 
use of charging should be leveraged to automate 
demand responsive charging.”

“…Smart charging lowers the cost of achieving CA’s 
renewable energy targets...Overnight TOU charging is 
counterproductive…because it results in higher 
annual curtailment than even unmanaged PEVs.”

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory & UC Berkeley (2020), Reduced grid operating 
costs and renewable energy curtailment with electric vehicle charge management.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deploying electric vehicles has the chance to either be a liability or an asset for the grid and the linchpin is approach to load management. The graph on the left is a result of our 2018 Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Projections (EVI-Pro) with NREL, which shows the charging load profile associated with a weekday in 2025 serving 1.3 M PEVs. It assumes drivers plug in to chargers that are installed at locations where they are needed to meet their travel schedules as would be the case in a conventional vehicle. Specifically, this load profile assumes that charging is initiated immediately upon parking – that no load shifting occurs.First part is a rise in workplace charging as people without home charging or PHEVs with long commutes drive and plug-in at work, peaking around 9am. Second part is the relatively constant demand for public charging during waking hours for drivers without home charging, or PHEVs that need to opportunity charge to maximize electric range. Specifically, public DC Fast Chargers experience an undulating demand during, which is an reflection of the twice hourly departure and arrival times, relatively high charging power of DCFC.The most dramatic part of the shape is the evening home charging loads, which we modeled as the preferred location given the relatively lower capital deployment cost. Notably, from 4-7 PM work commuters are arrive home and plug-in around the time that solar resources are diminishing. During these 3 hours, 500 MW of additional charging load is added, with 75% of this ramp is associated with Level 1 charging, resulting in a peak charging demand of nearly 1 GW at 8pm. My colleague Kadir Bedir and I named this load profile the “Dragon Curve” to serve as a caution of the potential negative grid impacts of this uncontrolled charging but also to highlight the potential to tame and harness this good load to support renewable energy.This benefit is well illustrated on the right by recent UC Berkeley and LBNL analysis. This study used PLEXOS to simulate system operational cost and RE curtailment when managing PEV charging. Key assumptions in this study aligned with CAISO’s 2016 scenarios for a 50% RPS in 2025 and used the 2016 Transportation Energy Demand Forecast for Low, Mid and High deployments of PEVs, as well as a reach case where the Governor’s 2018 executive order for 5 M ZEVs is met early. Compared to the unmanaged case where charging begins immediately, two load management algorithms were tested: a TOU case where residential charging responds to tariffs that initiate randomly around midnight, and a smart charging case where an aggregator is able to dispatch charging controls while the EV would otherwise be parked subject to the driver’s energy requirement. Both TOU and smart charging management strategies reduce peak loads and thereby reduce system costs compared to unmanaged charging. However, smart charging is better able to serve load with renewable energy, which is not possible with an overnight EV-TOU rate. Compared to TOU, smart charging saves an additional $140 million in system costs. Reductions of renewable curtailments are illustrated at right, which shows that letting drivers plug in as they please would absorb more renewables than enrolling drivers with overnight EV TOU rates. In contrast, in the CEC Mid case where 2.5 million vehicles are deployed in 2025, smart charging would reduce curtailment by 20% compared to unmanaged charging. I will note that Berkeley’s study excludes generator capital and distribution upgrade costs savings, and both of these analyses exclude smart charging benefits from medium and heavy vehicles, which we will be analyzing under a new contract with Berkeley Lab.The policy recommendations resulting from these Energy Commission staff and partner lab simulations strongly support the Commission’s consideration of load management techniques including “automatic devices and systems” for EV charging, stating quote “Networking technologies that enable the shared use of charging should be leveraged to automate demand responsive charging.”

https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=224521&DocumentContentId=55071
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2019.111051


Aggregator
(EVSP or OEM)

OpenADR 2.0b or SEP 2.0b
(Demand & Price Signals)

1. Utility Direct Load Control
2. Aggregator Managed
3. Energy Management System

OCPP 1.6J, 2.0 or
others IEC 63110

(Equipment Management)

OCPI or OICP
(Inter-network Billing)

EMS
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Multiple viable protocols, dependent on use or situation, for each EVSE with embedded metering:
• Utility Direct or Aggregator-managed demand response or resource controls
• Presence of other EVSEs, non-EV loads, and/or an Energy Management System
• Transfer information across networks (direct between networks or via clearing houses)
• Asset protection for potential use of EVSE across multiple EV Service Providers 4

CA Department of Food and Agriculture EVSE Regulation 
implementing elements of NIST Handbook 44 Section 3.40 for 
commercial metrology of EV fueling systems:
• For AC electricity, 1% Acceptance Tolerance for installations 

on or after 1/1/21. Prior installations shall comply by 1/1/31.
• For DC electricity, 2.5% Acceptance Tolerance for 

installations before 1/1/33 and 1% afterward.

Open Standards-Based Network Communications 
provide both implementation and load flexibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This point alludes to the fact that already today, there are a number of remote management architectures for EVSE. The networking options shown here demonstrate the multiple viable uses of open, standards-based communication protocols, the choice of which are often dependent on the purpose and location of the EVSE. These communication options, many of which are commercially implemented, are color coded based on their core functional objectives.First, in orange, utilities can communicate demand limits and price incentives to EVSEs via direct load control or via an application programming interface to support aggregator-based management. Either of these could leverage a local energy management system, if available, and work in scale among other EVSEs. Alternatively, with an aggregator-based program, EVSEs could be controlled with equipment management protocols like OCPP that have recently been updated to better incorporate price schedules. It is even possible to settle price responsive charging occurring among charging networks that you may not be a member of using cloud-based communications.A core enabler for responsive load is EVSE-level metering, which is already mandated by the Division of Measurement Standards for any AC or DC EVSE engaging in commercial transactions.



Networked residential AC Level 2 EVSEs are first-cost 
competitive, without accounting for flexible tariff savings
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Source: CEC March 2019 analysis of EVSE product pages, work papers, and OEM interviews.

EVSE analysis is normalized for the 
features included (i.e. to avoid bundling 
options that support commercial or public-
facing operations e.g. payment interfaces, 
WAN/LAN networking, robustness/ 
weatherization, plug v. hardwire, cord 
length & management, etc.)
Compare unit costs by ampacity to ensure 
that the models’ functional units are 
substantially similar.
Consider year of introduction and/or by 
sales weights, if data is available 
(excluded at right).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intrinsic costs of these network capabilities are challenging to compute, especially for commercial sector EVSE because the network enables a wide variety of useful functions including reliability, maintenance, payment, reservations, in addition to load controls.In fact this price-bundling strategy makes it challenging to compute costs of the incremental hardware necessary to enable remote management.  E.g. these EVSE often have physical features to improve ease of use, or robustness and may require custom prices.However shown at right, the cost of network enablement can be found by using residential stations as a proxy for commercial stations – especially because the core charging controls are often identical or nearly identical across the segments. There are 3 key steps:First to normalize for features to compare within a reasonable product classSecond, to normalize by Ampacity to correct for the speed of the charging serviceThird, to consider year of introduction and sales weight to account for market innovation and go-to market pricing strategy.For this proxy, I analyzed commonly-available residential wall-mounted Level 2 chargers with 20-25 foot cords. 2019 costs normalized for amperes demonstrated that adding network communication, in this case a Wi-Fi module, incurred no significant incremental cost. This cost parity between smart and basic charging stations is especially true when excluding outlying models in the 25$/A range, which were introduced in the early market or are not widely popular.A key conclusion here is that smart home charging is poses zero incremental costs to the driver and saves ratepayers hundreds of millions of dollars when accounting for flexibility savings. Given the wide range of network communication architectures to build or incorporate EVs as manageable loads shown previously, this finding could also be extended to the commercial charging market with the creation of market conditions to increase robust competition and price transparency.However, I’ve only described part of the communications equation, from the utility or aggregator network to the charger. An equal, if not more important component comes from the ability to translate the multitude of equipment management requests into a optimization language that the vehicle can understand and act upon regardless of where it plugs-in for a charge. 



Implementing a common, unique EV/EVSE communications protocol based on ISO 15118 is crucial for 
seamless charging interoperability to reduce EVSP network software costs and site hosts’ utility operational costs.

ISO/IEC 15118
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Electrify America and BMW

Automaker comments (1, 2, 3) to CA Energy 
Commission and public statements (4, 5, 6, 7). 
OEM list not exhaustive.

EV to EVSE High Level Communications (HLC) 
based on ISO/IEC 15118 V2G Protocol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where “high-level communications” in the EV-charger interface are critical. Described earlier in the Berkeley study’s optimization routine, this “front-end” communication ensures that driver energy and departure constraints are met securely and in an automated manner that does not burden the customer, which I will describe in a few upcoming slides. Currently, this feature is absent in today’s EV-charger interface, but fortunately Energy Commission research investments, even a PIER solicitation from 2010 on microgrids and renewable charging for EVs, are aligning well with upcoming automaker vehicle deployments. The value of this technology is the charger negotiates demand limits on behalf of the site, with the car, who represents its driver’s mobility constraints, all in a manner that is automated and scalable.Of particular note, ISO 15118 which can be used for smart charging and eventually reverse power flow, is supported by numerous automakers. 11 automakers listed here signify public statements that ISO 15118 is in a product roadmap or even latent within vehicles already deployed. This broad consensus of support among is uniquely-valuable information to the Energy Commission, for three reasons:Revealing product plans of such a technical specificity is rare, due to the extreme competition in the automotive sector.However, automakers need to cooperate with EV equipment manufacturers to ensure that their investments can reciprocate when a vehicle attempts to communicate. Unlike the network interface where many protocols can be used, a unique smart charging interface is necessary for vehicles to interoperate when roaming across networks, utilities, states, or even countries, while minimizing software and hardware compatibility costs for both parties.Critically, for the Commission as the energy planning agency to realize the grid integration benefits of automated, demand responsive charging, we must prepare charging infrastructure with appropriate capabilities in advance of vehicle deployment. This can ensure that the charging experience does not merely mimic the gasoline experience, but realizes its promise to far surpass it.Before addressing the issue of implementation cost, I want to emphasize one point on scope of the load management rule. Historically, Energy Commission standards have generally avoided direct regulation of vehicles. For example the efficiency of battery AC/DC converter systems onboard vehicles are specifically out of scope of efficiency regulations. However, the grid-connected EVSE technologies I have described are key components of the automatic devices and systems that can work with the vehicles themselves to support load management objectives.

https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=215326&DocumentContentId=26557
https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=224046&DocumentContentId=54279
https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=231211&DocumentContentId=62857
https://www.wardsauto.com/car-management-briefing-seminars/charging-infrastructure-gains-focus-automakers-commit-bevs
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenlots-enables-widespread-ev-charging-access-for-ford-all-electric-drivers-300940080.html
https://arstechnica.com/cars/2020/01/fisker-shows-off-its-new-37499-electric-crossover-due-in-2022/
https://jobs.lever.co/rivian.com/5f0fcab7-0e8c-4bb2-a221-1d4ac7f776a2
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Source: Energy Commission analysis of OEM interviews (slide 11); Geske & Schumann, Energy Policy (2018). “Net First Cost” excludes HLC operational savings (slide 8).

QCA7000 Design

ST2100 Design

With economies of scale 
production, including a 
transceiver adds de minimis 
upfront costs to a L2 EVSE 
(excluding mfr. design, engineering, 
supply chain and software integration)

Using conservative 
assumptions for driver 
willingness to pay and higher-
end component costs 
demonstrates net value for 
OEMs at volumes <1k units, 
excluding load management 
benefits.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognizing that point, EVs prepared with this technology are coming, if not already here. However as I mentioned, today’s EVSEs lack the equipment needed for high level communication. Specifically the EVSE is missing a chip to transmit to and receive messages from the vehicle. I analyzed two design configurations from the three manufacturers known to offer this transceiver to find that with mass market production, the change in the cost of a Level 2 EVSE is de minimis, where added costs were less than 5% at 1000 units produced. This analysis is purposefully conservative at this stage to exclude manufacturer non-recurring design, engineering, and software integration, which are challenging to calculate – especially with the unvalued benefits from the many spin-off use cases enabled with this communication listed on the prior slide.One way to address this uncertainty is to consider the net “First Cost” value that considers a driver’s willingness to pay for the benefit of charging with high-level communications as surveyed by Geske and Shumann in 2018. The tick marks show that even using conservative assumptions of driver willingness to pay and a higher-end transceiver design could pay off for OEMs at less than 1000 units sold.



All parties want lower costs, but asking drivers for inputs 
overly complicates charging and limits load management

Workplace & Public Charging

• Text message-based user 
inputs of high-level 
communication data: 
– Planned departure time
– Energy (kWh or mi)

• DR participation rate = 48%

8

Sources:
1) American Honda Motor Co, CEC-600-2019-033 at 60
2) Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, CEC-500-2019-036 at 40 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my final slides, I provide results from 4 pilot studies, 3 of which CEC-funded, as to why overcoming the behavioral limitations of drivers must be solved through the automation of smart charging. These results emphasize how the zero or small incremental equipment costs necessary to make EVSEs networked and smart, can be substantially outweighed by the ability to maximize ratepayer savings.First, drivers at the Honda factory in Torrance were interested in cheaper charging but were disinterested in savings if having to provide manual inputs to do so made their charging experience overly complex. This is well quantified in a Workplace and public charging pilot at the Alameda County Municipal parking facility, where LBNL tested a measure commonly used by most apps, by texting users to offer their departure time and energy needs. Unfortunately drivers participated in the demand response opportunity less than half of the time. Berkeley Lab concluded that even if someone participated, the energy needed provided by users is not always correct, with some users overestimating needs by just entering their battery’s rated capacity.

https://ww2.energy.ca.gov/2019publications/CEC-600-2019-033/CEC-600-2019-033.pdf
https://ww2.energy.ca.gov/2019publications/CEC-500-2019-036/CEC-500-2019-036.pdf


All parties want lower costs, but asking drivers for inputs 
overly complicates charging and limits load management

Workplace & Public Charging

• Histogram of error in user-
requested kWh

• 74% request > delivered, 
26% request < delivered 

• ModeBEV - ModePHEV = 
2.5 kWh in excess of 
delivered charge

9
Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 
DOI: 10.1109/ITEC.2018.8450227

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A similar project at NREL’s garage in Golden shows the range of user errors in requesting energy via an app, where 74% of drivers responded with energy requests that exceeded the amount of energy that could be delivered. Here, the most common response from a BEV driver was 2 kWh more than that of a PHEV driver. In addition drivers were cautious and estimated their departure sooner than when they actually left work.In aggregate at a site, this tendency to overestimate energy needs and in a shorter period of time constrains the potential to shift load.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8450227/authors#authors


All parties want lower costs, but asking drivers for inputs 
overly complicates charging and limits load management

Residential Charging

• Maximum % Reduction in 
EV Load for different 
reserve SOC values without 
adversely impacting 
mobility, for DR events 
beginning at different hours

• ~65% reduction possible 
with ½ of battery reserved
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Source: ChargePoint, CEC-500-2019-009 at 30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is well-illustrated by a ChargePoint study of California drivers. This graph compares how load reduction varies by the time a DR event is called, according to parametric curves that vary how much of a vehicle’s battery a driver wants to keep as a reserve for unplanned trips. Here LBNL concludes that a substantial, 65% load reduction is possible during an evening DR event although half of the battery’s energy is saved.

https://ww2.energy.ca.gov/2019publications/CEC-500-2019-009/CEC-500-2019-009.pdf


The market is evolving toward a shared vision where
“Any PEV can plug into any EVSE, anywhere, anytime 
and they are able to function without special effort…”
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Harmonized standards and regulations 
[will create:]
• Interoperable PEVs, EVSE, and 

communication networks 
• Predictable investment requirements 

[for industry to achieve scale]1

The Energy Commission can support 
this vision by:
• Convening automotive and 

equipment manufacturers
• Driving innovation while supporting 

commercialization2

Sources:
1) European Commission Joint Research Center / U.S. Department Of Energy - Argonne National Lab, EV-Smart Grid Interoperability Centers
2) Stakeholder comments to Docket 17-EVI-01
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to prepare for the vehicles that will demand it, and immense associated ratepayer benefits, the EVSE market is evolving toward a shared global vision for interoperability, where “Any PEV can plug into any EVSE, anywhere, anytime and they are able to function without special effort by the user”Energy Commission staff agree with this objective from the The European Commission Joint Research Center and U.S. Department of Energy, where to achieve transportation electrification targets, harmonized standards and regulations will enable interoperability and provide automotive and charging manufacturers the signals they need to plan for and achieve scale economies.Achieving this goal is not a matter of if, but rather when and how. As mentioned, CEC has been facilitating these technologies for nearly a decade. The CEC can accelerate when the market crystallizes for seamless vehicle-grid interoperability by continuing to convene the diverse automotive and electrical manufacturers that share broad and robust agreement on this standards framework, which is reflected in independent charging and liberal energy markets in several other advanced e-mobility regions.Currently FTD is working to work through issues like testing and certification with OEMs to advance the level of innovation in equipment that we incentivize, but our reach is limited by budgets and unfortunately, the willingness of some stakeholders to engage with technologies that are not of their making.To close: the Load Management Standards play a crucial part in hastening the widespread realization of clean vehicles as an enabler of a clean electricity grid throughout California, and I look forward to working with our team and stakeholders on a productive proceeding. 



Questions or comments?

Noel Crisostomo
Air Pollution Specialist, Fuels and Transportation Division
California Energy Commission
noel.crisostomo@energy.ca.gov
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Thank You!

mailto:noel.crisostomo@energy.ca.gov


Based on 2 example 
configurations:

Conservatively, ISO 
15118 enabling 
circuits cost 
<$10/unit at scale. 

Assuming that the 
Level 2 EVSE is 
networked, the 
transceiver marginal 
cost is about 
$1.5/unit.

250k Chargers
By 2025

Appendix: Incremental costs of HomePlug Green PHY HLC 
transceiver decrease with mass-market production

Source: Energy Commission March 2019 analysis of supply equipment charge controllers and wholesale electronics suppliers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This next graph illustrates regression supply curves for the Home Plug Green PHY transceivers that enable the bidirectional communications for ISO 15118 from two of the three chip manufacturers. The third, Mstar, shown in Marc from V2G Clarity’s webinar on ISO 15118, did not respond to my request for information last March when this analysis was conducted. The two transceiver designs vary depending on whether a microcontroller is combined with the HomePlugGreenPhy integrated circuit. For a volume of 10,000 units of the ST2100, conservatively the transceiver costs $10. Assuming that the Level 2 charger is otherwise networked with a microcontroller for computations and control, the marginal cost of the HPGP is about $1.5/unit. BACKUP* = A Marginal Cost (MC) of $1.44 per ST2100 at high quantity (1,000+) is justifiable considering that a networked EVSE would otherwise need a microcontroller for telecommunications of measured energy and PWM controls. This MC is validated when netting cost of the ARM microcontroller from either the distributor quotations ($1.20) or modeled prices ($1.67). This MC may approximate a minimum since average fixed costs (e.g. silicon die lithography, casing, labels) are asymptotic as quantity increases.Source: 3/2019 quotes from DigiKey, STMicroelectronics, Mouser, Arrow, Vyrian, Barum Electronics
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